
Introduction
Spectral Instruments, Inc., has completed the development of a specialized sCMOS based 
imaging system for use at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory's National Ignition Facility 
(NIF), the 1600S sCMOS Camera Platform.  These imaging systems are intended to replace 
existing CCD based systems (Spectral Instruments’ 1000S series cameras) in applications 
where the CCD detectors are suffering from radiation damage due to the increased neutron 
production in recent, more powerful experiments.  

One system using a 4K x 4K pixel, 6.5 micron pixel size sCMOS sensor in a backside-
illuminated configuration (CIS-12) is intended for direct electron detection of the output of a 
streak camera.  Another system using an 8K x 8K pixel, 6.5 micron pixel size sCMOS sensor in a 
backside-illuminated configuration (CIS-31) is intended to be used as a direct x-ray detector.  
Yet another system will use a 4K x 4K pixel, 9 micron pixel size sCMOS sensor (CIS-40), bonded 
to a fiber optic faceplate for use as an optical streak camera readout.  

Many of the 1600S systems are used at NIF in Diagnostic Instrument Manipulators (DIMs) 
located near the core where there is significant flash exposure to neutrons, gamma, and x-ray 
radiation. The systems are designed to dump the charge from the initial radiation flash, 
collect signal for a  few tens to few hundreds of milliseconds after the flash, then read the 
sensor.  

Camera Platform
The camera platform for these systems is the 1600S.  It is physically similar to the CCD based 
1000S platform that has been in service at NIF for nearly 20 years.  The 1600S uses a minimum 
number of radiation tolerant components in the camera head to acquire the image from the 
sCMOS device.  The image data is sent via fiber optic to a HTTP camera server located outside 
the radiation environment.  The server is interfaced to the controlling computer over a gigabit 
Ethernet connection.  

The 1600S platform is design to withstand 50 krad TID, 1x1011 neutrons/cm2 of 1 to 14 MeV 
energy, and up to 150 Rad/flash (flash duration approximately 20 nS).  

sCMOS Image Sensors
Most sensors used in the 1600S platform for the NIF program are custom-designed for the 
application.  The CIS-12 and CIS-31 back-illuminated sensors both have the ability to 
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transition from dumping charge to collecting charge in all pixels simultaneously in less than 
1 microsecond.  This requires heavy metalization on the front surface of the sensor, which in 
turn limits the front-illuminated quantum efficiency to only a few percent.  The CIS-12 and 
CIS-31 sCMOS sensors are intended to be used in a backside-illuminated configuration only.  
No anti-reflection coating is used as the parts are design for direct detection of soft x-rays or 
electrons.  These sensors have been thinned at the University of Arizona’s Imaging 
Technology Laboratory (http://www.itl.arizona.edu) and exhibit a high quantum efficiency 
similar to CCDs thinned using the same process. 

The CIS-40 sensor installed in the 1600S is intended to be used in conjunction with a fiber 
optic faceplate and phosphor as a replacement for the 1000S camera system that had used 
the KAF16801 CCD sensor (no longer available). 

The CIS-12 and CIS-31 sensors use on-chip double correlated sampling and off-chip 14-bit 
ADCs.  The CIS-40 uses on-chip 12-bit converters and can be operated in High Dynamic Range 
(HDR) mode.  The readout speed of all sensors is limited by the 1 Gbit/second fiber optic link 
between the camera head and camera server.  The readout rate for the 4K x 4K sensors is less 
than 0.5 second.  Readout is a hybrid of global shutter or fast rolling shutter for the exposure 
using the simultaneous charge dump for all pixels, followed by a “rolling shutter” readout, 
with row by row reset, CDS clamp, charge transfer, and row readout for low readout noise.  
Read noise for all sensors installed in the 1600S is 3 to 10 electrons median depending on 
the sensor type.

Development Timeline
The 1600S sCMOS camera platform development is complete, with qualification of 
components and designs that will survive extreme radiation environments.  The 1600S 
platform using the CIS-12 sCMOS sensor has been delivered to LLNL and are currently 
available.  The 1600S platform using the CIS-40 sCMOS sensor is expected to be available by 
Q4 of 2021.    All sCMOS sensors described have been fabricated and tested, and are not 
expected to impact delivery schedule.  
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